
One-Component Resin F, Bondique
1. Shorten nails as short as possible.

2. Push back cuticle.

3. Buff nails removing all shine.

4. Remove all dust and debris with LCN dust brush.  
Use LCN Cleaner.

5. Fit tips to free edge & glue on; shorten tips, file into shape, 
remove shine from free edge and blend in base of tip, remove 
dust and re-clean with LCN Cleaner. Allow to completely dry  
to a “chalky” appearance.

6. Apply Connex sparingly with a Connex brush to the natural 
nail. Allow to completely dry to a “chalky” appearance.  
LCN recommends that this be applied with all one and  
two step systems.

Application of One-Step System  
or Fibrique Express Repair
7.  Apply coat of your chosen One-Step System over nail and tip. 

Creating C-curve and arch ensuring application is as smooth 
as possible.  Don’t touch cuticle - if you do, wipe before 
curing. To prevent a One-Step product from running - once 
product is applied to one nail, place finger into light unit for 5-7 
seconds. When all 5 fingers are done, cure in light unit for two 
minutes.* 

8. If necessary, apply a second layer One-Step System ensuring 
application is as smooth as possible and cure in light unit for 
two minutes.* NOTE: Applying thinner coats will prevent the 
possibility of heat.

9. a) If application is perfectly smooth and nail doesn’t need  
   correction with filing, buff nail with dry cotton swab until high   
   gloss appears. Now your nail is complete.

9. b) If application has waves/bumps wipe nail with dry swab  
   and buff nails into proper shape. Remove all dust and debris  
   with LCN dust brush. Use LCN Cleaner only if necessary.  
   Let dry.

NOTE: If Fibrique Express Repair was applied - wipe & lightly buff 
nails into shape. Remove dust and re-clean with LCN Cleaner. 
Let dry.

Sealing
1. Apply chosen LCN Sealant with light strokes over entire nail 

ensure smooth even application.

2. Cure in light unit for two minutes.* 

3. Remove dispersion film with LCN Super Shine Finish Cleaner. 
You now have a high gloss finish, your nails are done!

Fills 
1. Push back cuticle.

2. Buff natural nails remove all shine.

3. Re-shape entire nail (C-curve, length).

4. File away any loose/lifting product.

5. Remove all dust and debris with  
LCN dust brush. Use LCN Cleaner.

6. If nails are moist, oily or in an 
environment that may be prone to 
lifting, apply Connex sparingly 
with a Connex brush to the natural 
nail. Allow to completely dry to 
a “chalky” appearance. LCN 
recommends that this be applied  
with all one and two step systems.

7.  Apply chosen LCN building product 
over artificial nail as well as the  
grown-out natural nail. Follow 
application steps of chosen system.

French Manicure
Option 1
1. Ensure that nail is shaped, dust free
    and cleaned with LCN Cleaner only 
    if necessary.

2. Apply LCN FM Pearl White, or Colour 
Gel with light strokes to the free edge, 
creating a crisp clean smile line. Cure 
in light unit for two minutes.* 

3. Apply chosen LCN Sealant with light 
strokes over the entire nail – ensure 
smooth application. Cure in light unit 
for two minutes.* Remove dispersion 
film with LCN Super Shine Finish 
Cleaner.

Option 2
1. After first thin building layer of chosen 

LCN building gel, nails are cured.

2. Apply a thin layer of LCN FM Pearl 
White or Colour Gel onto dispersion 
film with light strokes to the free edge, 
creating a crisp, clean smile line. Cure 
in light unit for two minutes.* 

3. Apply a second building layer of 
chosen LCN builder to create shape. 
Ensure this coat covers the white free 
edge but remains very thin; you have 
now encased the LCN FM Pearl White 
or Colour Gel. Cure in light unit for  
two minutes.*

4. Remove dispersion film with LCN Cleaner. File nails into shape 
   (i.e. C-curve, even arch, thin around cuticle and free edge). 

5. Apply chosen LCN Sealant with light strokes over entire nail 
ensure smooth even application.

6. Cure in light unit for two minutes.* 

7. Remove dispersion film with LCN Super Shine Finish Cleaner. 
You now have a high gloss finish, your nails are done!

Permanent Polish
1. Ensure that artificial nails are shaped, dust free & cleaned  

with LCN Cleaner.

2. Apply thin coat of chosen LCN Colour Gel & cure in light unit  
for two minutes.*

3. To intensify the colour, apply 2nd thin coat of chosen LCN Colour 
Gel & cure in light unit for two minutes.* Do not wipe.

4. Apply a coat of chosen LCN Sealant cure in light unit for two 
minutes.* Remove dispersion film with LCN Super Shine Finish 
Cleaner. You now have a high gloss finish; your nails are done!

 

 

 

Tip: Jazz up your services and increase earnings by  
       incorporating Light Cured Nail Art.  

Tip: Attend FREE LCN Workshops to learn something  
new or to master your current techniques.
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Application of 3-Step Systems
Bonder/Sculpture/ 
Sealant with Tips

1. Shorten nails as short as possible.

2. Push back cuticle.

3. Buff nails removing all shine.

4.  Remove all dust and debris with  
LCN dust brush. Use LCN Cleaner.

5. Fit tips to free edge & glue on; 
shorten tips, file into shape, remove 
shine from free edge and blend in 
base of tip, remove dust and re-
clean with LCN Cleaner. Let dry.

6. If nails are moist, oily or in an  
environment that may be prone  
to lifting, apply Connex sparingly  
with a Connex brush to the natural  
nail. Allow to completely dry to  
a “chalky” appearance.

Bonder
7. Apply a very thin layer of bonder and 

work into natural nail with sculpting 
brush. Do not touch to cuticle - if 
you do, wipe away before curing.

8. Cure in light unit for two minutes.* 
There is now a soft film (dispersion 
film) on the nail surface. Don’t wipe 
off! This film adheres to Sculpture. 
Do not touch once nails are cured.

Sculpture - Not Self-Leveling

 9. Apply first coat of Sculpture;  
placing it over stress point of nail.  
Push back lightly towards cuticle;  
now guide Sculpture gently  
forward over tip of nail, forming 
C-curve.

10. Cure in light unit for two minutes.*

11. Apply a second coat Sculpture. Use 
your own judgement on thickness. 

Sealant
15. Apply chosen LCN Sealant with 

light strokes over entire nail    
 to ensure even application.

16. Cure in light unit for two minutes.*

17. Remove dispersion film with  
LCN Super Shine Finish Cleaner.  
You now have a high gloss finish  
- your nails are done!

Bonder/Sculpture/ 
Sealant with Nail Forms
1. Shape and maintain length  

of free edge of nails.

2. Push back cuticle.

3. Buff nails remove all shine.

4. Remove all dust and debris with  
LCN dust brush. Use LCN Cleaner.

5. If nails are moist, oily or in an 
environment that may be prone  
to lifting, apply Connex sparingly 
with a Connex brush to the natural 
nail. Allow to completely dry to  
a “chalky” appearance.

6. Place nail form under free edge of  
natural nail; ensure proper fit with  
NO space between nail form  
& free edge.

Bonder
7. Apply a very thin layer of bonder and 

work into natural nail with sculpting 
brush. Do not touch to cuticle - if 
you do, wipe away before curing.

8.  Cure in light unit for two minutes.* 
The dispersion film (sticky layer) is 
what adheres to the sculpture. Do 
not touch once nails are cured.

Sculpture Formatur 
9. Apply Formatur onto the natural  

nail’s free edge and the nail form  
creating an extension from the free  
edge onto the form; extending to  
the desired length. To prevent  
product from running: once product  
is applied to one nail, place finger  
into Light unit for 5 – 7 seconds.  

When all 5 fingers are done, cure  
in light unit for two minutes.*

Sculpture
10. Apply first coat of Sculpture;  

placing it over stress point of nail.  
Push back lightly towards cuticle;  
now pull a thin layer of Sculpture  
over Formatur for support and  
cure in light unit for two minutes.*

11. Remove nail form.

12. Apply second coat of Sculpture. 
Use your own judgement on  
thickness and cure in light unit for 
two minutes.*

13. Remove dispersion film with  
dry swab. File nails to proper  
shape (i.e. C-curve, even arch,  
thin around cuticle and free edge).

14. Remove all dust and debris with  
LCN dust brush. Use LCN Cleaner 
only if necessary. Let dry.

Sealant
15. Apply chosen LCN Sealant with   

 light strokes over entire nail to   
 ensure even application.

16. Cure in light unit for two minutes.*

17. Remove dispersion film with LCN 
Super Shine Finish Cleaner. You 
now have a high gloss finish - your 
nails are done!

NOTE:  If necessary, smooth out the free 
edge with a file.

NOTE: If nail form does not fit tightly
against or underneath free edge, extra
product may accumulate. This ridge should 
then be smoothed out with an electric file.

5. Place nail form under free edge of natural nail; ensure proper  
fit with NO space between nail form and free edge.

Bonder
6. Apply a very thin layer of bonder and work into natural nail with 

sculpting brush. Do not touch to cuticle - if you do, wipe away 
before curing.

7. Cure in light unit for two minutes.* There is now a soft film 
(dispersion film) on the nail surface. Don’t wipe off! This film 
adheres to Sculpture.

Sculpture
8.  Apply first coat of Sculpture; placing it over stress point of 

nail. Push back lightly towards cuticle; now pull a thin layer 
Sculpture gently forward over nail and pull around free edge  
to ensure proper seal between natural nail and product.  
Cure in light unit for two minutes.* 

9.  Remove nail form.

10. Apply second coat of Sculpture. Use your judgement  
 on thickness and cure in light unit for two minutes.*

11. Remove dispersion film with dry swab. . File nails to  
 proper shape (i.e. C-curve, even arch, thin around  
 cuticle and free edge).

12. Remove all dust and debris with LCN dust brush.  
  Use LCN Cleaner only if necessary. Let dry.

Sealant
13. Apply chosen LCN Sealant with light 
  strokes over entire nail to ensure  

 smooth, even application.

14. Cure in light unit for two minutes.* 

15. Remove dispersion film with  
 LCN Super Shine Finish   
 Cleaner. You now have  
 a high gloss finish;   
 your nails are done!

Maintain a thin and natural look! Cure in light unit for two 
minutes.*

12. Remove dispersion film with a dry swab. File nails into  
 proper shape (i.e. C-curve, even arch, thin around cuticle  
 and free edge).

13. Use a block buffer to ensure a smooth finish before  
 sealing the nail.

14. Remove dust and re-clean with LCN Cleaner only if necessary.

Natural Nail Overlay with  
Bonder/Sculpture/Sealant
1. Shape free edge of natural nail; maintaining nail’s length.

2. Push back cuticle & buff nails,removing all shine.

3. Remove all dust and debris with LCN dust brush. Use LCN 
Cleaner. Let dry.

4. If nails are moist, oily or in an environment that may be prone 
to lifting, apply Connex sparingly with a Connex brush to the 
natural nail. Allow to completely dry to a “chalky” appearance. 

Cut your time by 
30% using a 

skyPRO LED. 
Cures in 60 seconds!


